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Firm heterogeneity, capital misallocation and monetary policy
I Firms’ investment decisions are one of the key transmission channels of monetary policy.
I In the presence of firm heterogeneity and financial frictions, the distribution of capital across
firms matters for aggregate productivity.
I This opens the door to the possibility of monetary policy affecting productivity through its
impact on the endogenous investment decisions of firms.
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I In the presence of firm heterogeneity and financial frictions, the distribution of capital across
firms matters for aggregate productivity.
I This opens the door to the possibility of monetary policy affecting productivity through its
impact on the endogenous investment decisions of firms.
What are the channels through which monetary policy affects capital misallocation and
endogenous TFP?
How do these channels modify the optimal conduct of monetary policy?

What we do: analyze monetary policy in a model with heterogeneous
firms and capital misallocation

I Benchmark model to understand the impact of monetary policy on misallocation and
endogenous TFP.
I Standard New Keynesian block.
I Heterogeneous firms block as in Moll (2014).
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What we find: Monetary policy and misallocation

I Partial equilibrium: an expansionary monetary policy shock increases misallocation.
I General equilibrium: an expansionary monetary policy shock decreases misallocation.
I Empirical support for the second channel in Spanish firm-level micro data.

I Optimal monetary policy:
I Misallocation creates a time inconsistent motive to temporarily expand the economy.
I Timeless response to cost push shock: ’lean with the wind’ (vs complete markets - lean against the
wind).
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Continuum of heterogeneous firms operated by entrepreneurs
I Heterogeneity in entrepreneurs’ net worth (at ) and productivity (zt ; follows OU-diffusion
process) .
I Firms produce the input good using labor (lt ) and capital (kt ).
I Entrepreneurs can borrow capital bt = kt − at , subject to a borrowing constraint kt ≤ γat .

Continuum of heterogeneous firms operated by entrepreneurs
I Heterogeneity in entrepreneurs’ net worth (at ) and productivity (zt ; follows OU-diffusion
process) .
I Firms produce the input good using labor (lt ) and capital (kt ).
I Entrepreneurs can borrow capital bt = kt − at , subject to a borrowing constraint kt ≤ γat .
I Firms maximize profits:
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Rt : real rental rate of capital
γ > 1: borrowing constraint
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I Each entrepreneur operates a firm at maximum size if Φt (zt , at ) > 0 (CRS!),
I Otherwise she lends his net worth to other entrepreneurs.
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I Each entrepreneur operates a firm at maximum size if Φt (zt , at ) > 0 (CRS!),
I Otherwise she lends his net worth to other entrepreneurs.

I Profits are linear in capital
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dt : dividends
Rt : rental rate of capital
δ: capital depreciation

{z

St (z)qt

I
I
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}
qt : price of capital
at : net worth (capital owned by firm)
rt : real interest rate

Entrepreneurs never distribute dividends until liquidation
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I Intuition: return of funds inside the firm is always at least the real rate (Rt /qt − δ), and the
liquidation value of the firm is all its net worth .
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I New entrepreneurs enter replacing exiting ones.
I Inherit the same firm (same productivity)
I Start with lower net worth ψqt at , 0 < ψ < 1.

Distribution of entrepreneurs

I The evolution of the joint distribution of net worth and productivity gt (z, a) is given by the KFE:
∂gt (z, a)
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idiosyncratic TFP shocks

Distribution in net worth shares and aggregation
I Entrepreneur’s behavior is linear in net worth but nonlinear in productivity.
R
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I Model is isomorphic to standard RANK with endogenous TFP Z̃t .
I Aggregate output Yt and TFP Z̃t are
α


Yt = Zt Ktα Lt 1−α ,
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Effect of monetary policy on misallocation

Monetary policy and misallocation
Monetary policy affects TFP by changing zt∗ (productivity-threshold channel) and by changing
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I Direct effect of monetary policy on TFP is positive, overall effect ambigous

Calibration

Expansionary monetary policy shock reduces misallocation

I MP easing shock increases threshold and tilts net-worth distribution towards high-productivity
firms.

Demand shock reduces real rates and increases misallocation

I Temporary increase patience of HH decreases threshold and tilts net-worth distribution
towards low-productivity firms.

Why does expansionary monetary policy reduce misallocation?
(a) Excess investment rate before the shock Φ̃0 (z) and after 1
year Φ̃1 (z) .

(b) - Deviations of net-worth shares after 1 year
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Can we see this pattern in the data after an expansionary MP shock?
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I Use MRPK as proxy for productivity
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Empirical evidence
Robustness

I Empirical specification following Ottonello and Winberry (2020),
∆log kj,t = αj + αst + β (MRPKj,t−1 − Ej [MRPKj ]) εMP
+ Λ0 Zj,t−1 + uj,t .
t
I Demean MRPK to ensure that the results are not driven by permanent heterogeneity in
responsiveness across firms.
I Controls Zj,t−1 include standardized demeaned MRPK, total assets, leverage, sales growth, and net
financial assets as a share of total assets; and the interaction of demeaned MRPK with GDP
growth.
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Optimal Monetary Policy
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I Need to keep track of the whole distribution of firms ωt (z)
I We propose a new algorithm to solve for Ramsey optimal policies with heterogeneous agents.
I Discretize the continuous time and continuous-space problem and use standard software (Dynare)
to solve non-linearly for the optimal monetary policy. More

Sketch of solution algorithm
Model

1- Discretize

CS (Continuous Space)
CT (Continuous Time)

DS (Discrete Space)
DT (Discrete Time)

1- Compute
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2- Compute
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Optimal Policies
CS (Continuous Space)
CT (Continuous Time)

Model

Optimal Policies
2- Discretize

DS (Discrete Space)
DT (Discrete Time)

Proposition: Solutions converge as ∆t → 0.
Results practically coincide across methods for Nuño and Thomas (2020) model.

Sketch of solution algorithm
Back
1

Discretize the time space (∆t); and the state space (∆z) into J grid points using finite
differences (Achdou et al, 2017):
I system of 2J equations and 2J unknowns for the HJB and the KFE equation (we don’t have a HJB).
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I set of X equilibrium conditions (MC, FOCs of representative agents)

2

Compute the planner’s optimality conditions on discretized problem : (2J + X ) + (2J + X + 1)
equations using symbolic differentiation

3

Solve the transitional dynamics up to horizon T using a Newton algorithm to solve a large
equation set of [(2J + X ) + (2J + X + 1)] T equations (cf. Auclert et al., 2020)

Using Dynare

Optimal Ramsey policy: a new time inconsistency

I Complete Markets economy (CM): zero inflation is optimal (steady state is first-best due to
subsidy undoing mark-up distortion) CE vs Baseline
I Baseline economy: surprise inflation is optimal since it reduces capital misallocation

Timeless optimal monetary policy response to cost-push shock:
leaning with the wind

Timeless optimal monetary policy response to demand shock: divine
coincidence holds
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Conclusions

I New model of heterogeneous firms, financial frictions and monetary policy
I Including a new algorithm to solve and compute optimal policy

I Positive analysis: expansionary MP reduces misallocation through the productivity-threshold
and net-worth channels
I Empirical evidence supporting higher investment of high productivity firms after expansionary
monetary policy shock

I Normative analysis: important implications for optimal monetary policy
I New source of time inconsistency
I Different response facing cost-push shock (lean with the wind)

Appendix

Representative household
Back

Standard consumption-labor-savings choice
Z
max

Ct ,Lt ,Dt ,BtN

E0

∞

h

e−ρ t u(Ct , Lt )dt

0

s.t.
Ḋt qt + ḂtN + Ct = (Rt − δqt ) Dt + (it − πt ) BtN + wt Lt + Tt

I
I
I

Ct : consumption
Dt : capital holdings
BtN

holdings of nominal bonds (zero net supply)

I
I
I

Lt : labor supply
it : nominal interest rate
Tt : profits of retailers, capital good producer and net
dividends from firms

Capital good producer
Produces capital and sells it to the household and the firms at price qt

Back
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I ιt : investment rate,
I Ξ (ιt )=

φk
2

2

(ιt − δ) : quadratic adjustment costs.

New Keynesian block
Back

I Final good producers aggregate varieties j ∈ [0, 1] . Cost minimization implies demand for
variety j is given by
1
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Mark-up

I ε: elasticity of substitution across goods
ε > 0.
I pj,t : price of variety j.

I θ: price adjustment cost parameter.

New Keynesian block
Back

I The symmetric solution to the pricing problem yields the New Keynesian Phillips curve
!
ε
ε−1
Ẏt
πt = (mt − m∗ ) + π̇t , m∗ =
,
rt −
Yt
θ
ε

I πt = PṖ is inflation,
t
I mt are relative prices of intermediate good (inverse mark-ups of retailers),
I m∗ is the optimal inverse mark-up,
t +q˙t
I Real rates are defined as rt ≡ Rt −δq
.
q
t
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wt =(1 − α)mt Zt Ktα Lt −α ,
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1 h
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γ(1 − Ω(zt∗ )) αmt Zt Ktα−1 Lt 1−α − Rt + Rt − δqt − qt (1 − ψ)η) .
At
qt

Rt =αmt Zt Ktα−1 Lt 1−α

RANK vs HANK
Back

RANK
I All capital is owned by HH Dt = Kt
I No financial frictions.
I TFP is exogenous
Z =1

HANK
I Capital is owned by HH and
entrepreneurs: Dt + At = Kt
I Financial frictions: kt ≤ γat
I TFP is endogenous
α
Z = (Et [z | z > zt∗ ])

I Introduce subsidies in both economies, such that the SS mark-up distortion is undone.

Direct and indirect effects on profits and threshold
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Profits
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I ↓ qt and ↓ rt increase profits homogenously for all firms, and decreasethreshold z ∗ .
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I ↓ qt and ↓ rt increase profits homogenously for all firms, and decreasethreshold z ∗ .
I ↓ wt and ↑ mt increase profits relatively more for more productive firms, and
decreasethreshold z ∗ .

Use Dynare to solve the OMP problem in Discrete Time / Discrete
Space non-linearly
Back

I Provide
I the SS of the problem conditional on the policy instrument,
I the set of discretized non-linear equilibrium conditions of the private economy,
I the planner’s objective function.
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I Use steady command:
I Dynare computes SS of the Ramsey problem.

I Use perfect_foresight_solver command:
I Uses Newton method to solve simultaneously all the non-linear equations for every period, using
sparse matrices.

Easy to use and general!

Robustness
Back

MP shocks

Back

